Wells town council
The Sackhouse, Jicklings yard,
Wells-next-the-Sea NR23 1AU

Minutes

2012/18

Town Council Meeting held on 11 June 2012 at 1921 at The Methodist Rooms
Those Present: Allen Frary (Chairman), Rodney Crafer, Gary Anthony, Joe Ellison, Mike Gates, Ray Hewitt,
Pauline Catton, Campbell MacCallum, Lindsay Dew, Roger Arguile & Maggie Ward
Keith Leesmith (Clerk), Greg Hewitt (Asst. Clerk), Peter Terrington(NNDC), Pc Jason Pegden, & 6 Members
of the Public
AF read a letter from the Wells Street Party group thanking the council for their help and co-operation in
organising the Queens Diamond Jubilee event. The Council praised the Wells Street Party for organising such a
wonderful celebration which was a credit to the Town.
1)

Public Forum
None

2)

Apologies

Jonathan Savory

3)

Declarations of Interest

None

4)

Minutes of the meeting held 14 May 2012

RA proposed a change to item 21(e) Tourism. 13.4
to 22.6 million, was amended to read, 13.4, making a
total of 22.6 million. The minutes were then agreed
and signed

14)

(a) Safer Neighbourhood Team (it was agreed to hear the police report early to allow PC Pegden to get away)
Pc Pegden reported 13 crimes and 40 calls to the police in the previous month (full report appended). The most
significant was the theft of outboard motors at the East End. Pc Pegden advised the area was vulnerable to this
type of crime and additional security was needed. It is recommended that where possible owners use the engine
security covers obtainable form the harbour office. CM asked what Police action had been taken with regard
serious traffic congestion caused as a result of a recent closure of the Beach Road. Pc Pegden was not aware but
did stress the importance of using the new 101 number for reporting non-emergency incidents to the Police. PC
asked if something could be done about the congestion and illegal parking at the top of Staithe Street, Pc Pegden
said he would have a look. Pc Pegden may be deployed for security duties during the Olympics and in his absence
Pc Nick Smith would be covering Wells. >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Keith Leesmith
Town Clerk
01328 710564
clerk@wellstowncouncil.org.uk

Minutes continued
5)

2012/19

To discuss outstanding matters with regard to the proposed skateboard park including future management and
access issues
MW said it was hoped the Skateboard park would be built soon and there was a need to determine a
management structure for the future. Would the council take ownership and be responsible for maintenance or
would there be a friends of the skateboard park established; there was a need for a formal resolution. The matter
was fully discussed. It was proposed and resolved that on completion of the skateboard park the Council take
ownership of the park and the responsibility for the maintenance. The formation of a friends group should also
be encouraged. Alison Bowles and the group were thanked for the tremendous effort in raising £53000 to date.
A report from the Wells Skate Park Group is appended. RH considered there were a number of issues
concerning the skateboard park that needed to be discussed included an access gate. It was resolved there would
be a site meeting to be arranged by RH. CM, GA, Wells Skate Park Group and Steve Finch would attend.
During item 5 County Councillor Dr Marie Strong arrived together with a member of the public

6)

To discuss a new footway lighting maintenance contract
KL explained that our existing lighting contractor MHB had gone into liquidation and quotes had been obtained
for consideration from new contractors. A letter had also been received from the liquidator informing that our
existing contract had been passed to a company called Westcotec. Legal advice had been obtained but it was still
not clear if we were contractually obliged to go with Wescotec. The council considered the three quotes received
and resolved we should go with K & M if we were not contractually obliged to use Westcotec.

7)

To discuss various problems at the Cemetery, and look for solutions
The general state of the cemetery was discussed and it was resolved to form a working group to consider a long
term strategy for improvement. LD (Chair), RC and RA volunteered.

8)

To discuss a request to place an additional memorial bench adjacent to the town sign
Guy Warren had written to request permission to place a bench in memory of his late mother on the grass
adjacent the town sign. The matter was discussed and there was some concern that there was already a bench
there. The existing bench was placed by the Lions and the Carnival committee. It was resolved to allow Guy’s
bench to be placed and to move the other bench to The Buttlands if possible; the Lions and Carnival committee
would need to be consulted. If it was not possible to move the other bench the matter would need to be referred
back to the council

9)

To discuss a suggestion that Standard Road be renamed Royal Standard Road in honour of the Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee
There had been a request from a resident it Standard Road to change the name of Standard Road to Royal
Standard Road to celebrate the Diamond Jubilee. It was resolved to leave the name as Standard Road

10)

To consider a request from the Wells Community Hospital to support improvement of the present bus service
routes to include a provision for a bus stop outside the Hospital
It was resolved to write to the Hospital in support of their action.

11)

To discuss the problem of worn goal-mouths on the Children’s Playground
RH explained that the goal mouths on the Beach Rd Children’s Playground were worn out and full of water. He
considered it a health and safety issue and suggested if they couldn’t be repaired they would need to be fenced off.
He asked if the money could be released from the ‘odd job’ fund. The matter was discussed and some members
thought it too early in the financial year to re-allocate funds. AF suggested the money allocated for new rubber
matting could be used as this work was not scheduled until the autumn. The shortfall for the rubber matting
could then be reviewed later in the financial year or included in next year’s budget. RH explained the actual cost
of repairing the goal mouths was £1617 with the Friends of the Playing Field paying the difference. KL said the
additional £316 could be found from council funds.>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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2012/20

12)

To agree revised versions of: a) Standing Orders b) Financial Regulations
a) Resolved to adopt revised Standing Orders (June 2012) with amendments suggested by RA for section 4A. b)
Resolved to adopt revised Financial Regulations (June 2012).

13)

To discuss the consultation document for the proposed NNDC Community Asset Transfer Policy
The document was discussed. RA had concerns this might be to do with the disposal of the Tourist Information
Centre but the other councillors did not share the concern. MG said there had been little changed from the previous policy.
KL pointed out that the reference to parish councils as lower tier councils was incorrect, as legally no tier of local
government is superior to any other. Action : write with regard incorrect reference to parish councils.

14)

Reports
(b) NCC
Marie Strong reported consultations were still progressing with Natural England, the Minister and local representatives with
regard the proposed exclusion zone on Blakeney/Morston marshes. It is hoped the Minister can resolve this before going to
formal consultation. NCC has agreed a deal to buy the old RAF Coltishall site using cash from the council tax on second
homes and new homes bonus money. MS presented a report concerning the Coasthopper which is appended and available
on the website. NCC has published a new essential flood guide. Pinewoods have brought and installed a new flood siren.
Information will be published in the Quay magazine about how the flood wardens will be dealing with non-residents in
flood risk areas. CM advised the double yellow lines in Marsh Lane need renewing and the drains on Mill Road near the
Bowling Green and Church Street by the church wall need cleaning out.

14)

(c) NNDC
PT submitted a report which is appended and available on the website. In addition PT was questioned about the collection
of rubbish from the children’s playing field and stated that NNDC may be prepared to site a bin by the Beach Road toilets
which could be emptied by NNDC. He stated the licence for the public slipway on East Quay was not to be renewed by
NNDC with the Crown Estates on 1st July. CM asked why were the public toilets on Newgates Lane closed so early in the
evening as this caused problems when functions are held on the Buttlands. LD asked if something could be done about the
large pot holes on the Stearnans Yard car park which had been reported many times and were getting dangerous.

d) Town Clerk
A report by the Clerk was submitted and is appended. In addition the proposed unloading bay on the Quay had
been finalised. NNDC would no longer lease the dog bins and these would have to be purchased in the future. A
request from the Circus for a pitch in August on the Buttlands or recreation field had again been declined as per
previous instructions; they could be accommodated earlier in the season. New guidance had been received on the
codes of conduct and this would go on next month’s agenda. NNDC had refused to take rubbish from the
children’s playing field stating it is trade waste. Correspondence had been received from NNDC concerning
Section 106 money and the Co-op application. NNDC wanted to know if there were suitable projects that could
be put forward if money was available under section 106. The deadline for a reply was 12 th June so the matter
was discussed. Resolved to write and reiterate that the council was against the Co-op application but if planning
consent was given by way of mitigation consideration could be given to the provision of free timed car parking
(the bays on the Buttlands) and general improvements to enhance Staithe Street and Quay areas.
e) Portfolio Holders
CM (Traffic and parking) The Street Cleaner was doing a very good job. The Crown Estate licence for the
Public Slipway needs to go on the agenda for next month. There have been complaints of speeding on East Quay,
could NCC consider traffic calming (MS thought highways where unlikely to consider this). There was also an
issue with illegal parking near the slipway on East Quay. Could the council give support to the Pirate Festival in
September.
RH (playing and recreational field) The grass at the end of the driveway alongside the football field was been
worn away by cars using the track, could users be asked you use/move the cones to counter this. The hole around
manhole cover at the entrance to the football field on Beach Road has still not been repaired.
RA (Tourism) requested ‘tourism strategy’ to go on next month’s agenda>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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2012/21

15)

To receive any available information regarding the Field Study Centre
The funding bid for the Field Study Centre has been turned down and a meeting is required to discuss this before
the next council meeting. Agreed for the working group to meet at 1400 on Friday 22 nd June 2012

16)

Financial Report & Accounts for Settlement
The following had been paid during the month
Madasafish
Broadband subscription
NNDC
Cemetery Rates
E-on Energy
Street Lighting
Greg Hewitt
Asst Clerk's Salary Deposit
Keith Leesmith
Clerk's Salary Deposit
The following were agreed for payment
Jimmy Tottle
Greg Hewitt
Keith Leesmith
Norfolk Pension Fund
Norse Commercial Services Ltd
M.L. Walsingham and Son Ltd
Norfolk Lowland Search and Rescue
EP Youth
Friends of the Beach Rd Playing Field
cancelled cheque
NNDC
Wells Primary School
Edna Garrett
Terry Corbishley
Mick Chestney
C Smith (Peppercorn Services)
Paul Bishop

17)

To confirm Date of Next Meeting
Confirmed as Monday 2 July 2012
The meeting closed at 2222

Bollards
Salary (net of deposit) & Expenses
Salary (net of deposit) & Expenses
monthly contribution
Grounds maintenance £1275.00
Grounds maintenance £303.00
Cleaning Materials
Donation - last month
Donation - last month - big red bus
Repairs to playing field re flooding
Emptying of Dog Bins
Donation - last month - prizes
Office Cleaning
Litter Picking
Litter Picking
Cemetery rabbit control
Buttlands seating

14.99
53.00
472.06
550.00
700.00
1790.05
220.00
60.11
82.70
251.86
--------------1578.00
8.58
50.00
200.00
802.53
0.00
683.28
120.00
30.00
223.30
211.75
95.00
1533.60
6150.71

